Superhero Voltra is out to stop her arch nemesis Vincent Croupe from trying to take over the world. There’s just one problem: she’s pregnant... and he’s the father. Cue the world’s strongest mother versus the world’s evilst father fighting over the fate of mankind and their child. If that’s not enough there’s also terrifying monkey clowns, giant flesh monsters, pyromaniac romantics, a superhero baby shower, the fact that the baby might be taking after daddy and 100 other problems for Voltra to survive in this action comedy filled with big laughs, crazy fights and a shocking twist or two.

**KEY SELLING POINTS:**
- From the award-winning team behind No More Heroes.
- Features laughs, action, tears... and a monkey with grenades!

Creator Bios:

**Gordon Mclean:** Gordon Mclean is an award-winning writer for comics and films. Hailing from a very small and very cold town in Scotland, he’s still trying to deal with the fact that the best thing he has ever written starred a potato. You can see it and other examples of his work at: www.gordymclean.co.uk.

**Caio Oliveira:** Caio Oliveira is a Brazilian artist who has been making indie comics for a few years now. He has been teaming up with some great partners on comics like No More Heroes and Exit Generation or flying solo on comics like Super-Ego. He also drew a lot of web comics that you can check and read online for free on sequentialink.com.

**Fahriza Kamaputra:** Fahriza Kamaputra was born in 1983 and raised in southern Jakarta. Fahriza grew up immersed in comic books and video games which kept his interest even after finishing school and studying IT at college. It was because of his interest and the inspiration of other great artists in Indonesia that he decided to follow his dreams to do coloring,